
Animal portraits: Line work
Mrs Ras



Find a pic that has either good Chaiscurro or 
an animal with markings 



In photoshop
Edit> adjustment >black and white



Duplicate layer



Filter>filter gallery>cutout



Select one layer and edit>copy



Paste picture in new file in illustrator and lock that layer
then copy the other layer in phoshop and then paste it into 
illustrator file, then lock that layer and add a new layer



On a new layer trace the white area with the 
pen tool and fill it



Lock and add a new layer after you fill in the 
white areas you want



Along one edge or your white shape trace 



Double click on the blend tool and choose
specific steps and write a number greater than 8



Use the blend tool and click on each line 
going in a perpendicular path



Continue adding parallel lines that follow the 
contours of the animals skin and use the ablend to 
make filler lines





Continue adding lines until you feel it is complete 
ie 80 percent filled



Select all with overall slection tool



IN Photoshop add a abstract color/ light pic as 
an overlay
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